Abstract. We consider scalable randomized algorithms for many common tensor operations, including tensor multiplication, low-rank decomposition and nuclear norm minimization. Such operations arise in a number of modern day applications of tensors in machine learning and signal processing. Specifically, we introduce polynomial time algorithms that employ a small number of lateral and/or horizontal slices of the underlying 3-rd order tensor, that offer relative error guarantees for the quality of the solutions. All results can easily be extended to higher order tensors. The proposed methods are illustrated on selected real data sets.
1. Introduction. Tensors have been an object of intense study by different communities due to their diverse applications, including chemometrics [31] , psychometrics [21] , and image and signal processing [16, 17, 25, 30, 38] .
A key operation is that of tensor decomposition due to its suitability in a number of data analysis tasks, including compression and classification [7, 32] , latent variable modeling [1] , etc. Another one is that of tensor multiplication [20] . Both operations become computationally expensive for very large size tensors. Further, motivated by recent developments in robust factorization of noisy data matrices and completion problems, there have been extensions in the literature to the tensor case [23, 30] . Hence, the broad objective of this paper is to develop fast Monte Carlo algorithms for tensor multiplication and decomposition and building on these developments use them for noisy tensor completion and robust factorization. Another important goal of this work is to provide the necessary probabilistic recovery guarantees. A key technical development that we leverage to establish the results is the use of circulant algebra embedding.
Next, we summarize some previous work on tensor decompositions. Suppose that A is a n 1 × n 2 × n 3 (3-way) data tensor. Popular decompositions in the literature for obtaining a compressed representation of the data is the Core Decomposition (CP) [6] , the TUCKER decomposition [15] and the t-SVD one [3, 18, 19] ; the latter provides the "best" tubal rank-r approximation to A, as measured with respect to any unitary invariant tensor norm.
One major shortcoming of these three classical decompositions is their brittleness with respect to severely corrupted or outlying data points. To that end, a number of approaches have been developed to recover a low-rank tensor representation from data subject to noise and corrupted entries. We focus on two instances of the problem based on the t-SVD algorithm: (i) noisy tensor completion, i.e., recovering a low-rank tensor from a small subset of noisy entries, and (ii) noisy robust tensor factorization, i.e., recovering a low-rank tensor from corrupted data through noise and/or outliers of arbitrary magnitude [25, 38] . These two classes of tensor factorization problems have attracted significant interest in the research community [2, 4, 30, 38] . In particular, convex formulations of noisy tensor factorization have been shown to exhibit strong theoretical recovery guarantees and a number of algorithms has been developed for solving them [38, 30, 25] .
It is frequently mentioned that (noisy) tensor factorization, despite its numerous advantages, also exhibits a number of drawbacks listed below:
• These methods [3, 19, 18, 38, 30, 25] are inherently sequential and all rely on the repeated and costly computation of t-SVD factors, Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), and its inverse (IDFT) that limit the scalability of the algorithms.
• The basis tensor vectors resulting from t-SVD have little concrete meaning, which makes it very difficult for users to interpret the obtained results. For instance, the vector [(1/2) age -(1/ √ 2) height + (1/2)income], being one of the significant uncorrelated factors from a data set of people's features is not easily interpretable (see discussion in [11] ). Kuruvilla et al in [22] have also claimed: "it would be interesting to try to find basis vectors for all experiment vectors, using actual experiment vectors and not artificial bases that offer little insight."
• The t-SVD decomposition for sparse tensors does not preserve sparsity in general, which for large size tensors leads to excessive computations and storage requirements. Hence, it is important to compute low-rank tensor factorizations that preserve such structural properties of the original data tensor. To address these challenges, we study scalable randomized tensor multiplication (rt-product algorithm) and tensor factorization (rt-project) operations and extend the matrix CX and CUR type decompositions [9, 10, 11 ] to third order tensors using a circulant algebra embedding. Therefore, we develop a basic algorithm (t-CX), as well as a more general algorithm (t-CUR) with relative error guarantees. Moreover, we provide a CUR tensor nuclear norm minimization (CUR t-NN) method which solves noisy tensor factorization using a small number of lateral and/or horizontal slices of the underlying tensor. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that provides such decompositions with relative-error recovery guarantees. Further, the proposed algorithms for these learning tasks have polynomial time complexity.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review some relevant mathematical concepts including the tensor circulant algebra, basic definitions and theorems of tensors, and the t-SVD decomposition based on the tproduct concept. In section 3, we present a randomized tensor-product and provide the key results on the quality of the approximation. In section 4, we provide our main results, i.e., the randomized tensors decomposition with relative error guarantees and introduce the concept of slice selection and projection. In section 5, we introduce, evaluate and analyze our proposed algorithm (CUR t-NN) for large scale noisy tensor decomposition. Results are provided in section 6. Finally, we conclude in section 7.
The detailed proofs of the main results obtained are provided in an Appendix.
2. Mathematical notation and tensor basics. Next, we review relevant mathematical concepts including tensor SVD, basic definitions and operations and other technical results of tensors, that are used throughout the paper. Tensor indexing. We denote tensors by boldface Euler script letters, e.g., X, matrices by boldface capital letters, e.g., X, vectors by lowercase letters, e.g., x.
The order of a tensor is the number of dimensions (also refereed to as ways or modes). In this work, we deal with 3-way tensors. Fibers and slices [35] . A fiber of tensor X is a one-dimensional array defined by fixing two indices. X :jk is the (j,k)-th column fiber, X i:k is the (i,k)-th row fiber, and X ij: is the (i,j)-th tube fiber. A slice of tensor X is a two-dimensional array defined by fixing one index. X i:: is the i-th horizontal slice, X :j: is the j-th lateral slice, and X ::k is the k-th frontal slice. For convenience, X ::k is written as X k . The vectorization of X is denoted by vec(X). For a 3-way tensor X ∈ R n1×n2×n3 , we denote its (i, j, k)-th entry as X ijk .
(a) column fibers; X :jk (b) row fibers; X i:k (c) tube fiber; Xij:
(a) horizontal slices: Xi:: (b) lateral slices: X:j: (c) frontal slices: X ::k Fig. 2 : Slices of an n 1 × n 2 × n 3 tensor X.
Norms. We denote the 1 norm as X 1 := ijk |x ijk |, the infinity norm as X ∞ := max ijk |x ijk |, the Frobenius norm as X F := ijk |x ijk | 2 , and the spectral norm as X := σ max (X), where σ max denotes the largest singular value of X. The above norms reduce to the vector or matrix norms if X is a vector or a matrix. Operators. For X ∈ R n1×n2×n3 , by using the Matlab command fft, we denoteX as the result of applying the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) on X along the 3-rd dimension, i.e.,X = fft(X, [], 3). In the same fashion, one can also compute X fromX via the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT), using ifft(X, [], 3). In particular, we denoteX as a block diagonal matrix with each block on diagonal being the frontal sliceX ::k ofX.
Definition 2.1. [19] (Tensor product). Given two tensors Z ∈ R n1×n2×n3 and X ∈ R n2×n4×n5 . The t-product Z * X is the n 1 × n 4 × n 3 tensor , 
Because the circular convolution of two tube fibers can be computed by the DFT, the t-product can be alternatively computed in the Fourier domain, as shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 t-product C = Z * X in the Fourier domain [19] 1: Input: Z ∈ R n1×n2×n3 ; X ∈ R The conjugate transpose of a tensor X ∈ R n1×n2×n3 is tensor X * ∈ R n2×n1×n3 obtained by conjugate transposing each of the frontal slices and then reversing the order of transposed frontal slices 2 through n 3 . Definition 2.3. [19] (Identity tensor). The identity tensor I ∈ R n×n×n3 is the tensor whose first frontal slice is the n × n identity matrix, and whose other frontal slices are all zeros. 
where U ∈ R n1×n2×n3 , V ∈ R n1×n2×n3 are orthogonal and Σ ∈ R n1×n2×n3 is a fdiagonal tensor.
Note that t-SVD can be efficiently computed based on the matrix SVD in the Fourier domain. This is based on a key property that the block circulant matrix can be mapped to a block diagonal matrix in the Fourier domain, i.e.
where F n3 denotes the n 3 × n 3 DFT matrix and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
X. circ(X).
fft(X).
Fig. 3:
The sequence of transformations in fft operation. Given a tensor X, we convert it into a circulant matrix by circ (X). In the third figure, we diagonalize each circulant using the fft operation.
Definition 2.7. [19] (Tensor multi and tubal rank). The tensor multi-rank of X ∈ R n1×n2×n3 is a vector υ ∈ R n3 with its i − th entry as the rank of the i-th frontal slice ofX, r i = rank(X i:: ). The tensor tubal rank, denoted as r = rank t (X), is defined as the number of nonzero singular tubes of Σ, where Σ is from the t-SVD of X = U * Σ * V T . That is,
where card denotes the cardinality of a set.
The tensor tubal rank has some properties of the matrix rank, e.g.
Definition 2.8.
[30](Tensor nuclear norm). The tensor nuclear norm of a tensor X ∈ R n1×n2×n3 , denoted as X , is defined as the average of the nuclear norm of all frontal slices ofX, i.e. This manuscript is for review purposes only.
The above tensor nuclear norm is defined in the Fourier domain. It is closely related to the nuclear norm of the block circulant matrix in the original domain. Indeed,
The above relationship gives an equivalent definition of the tensor nuclear norm in the original domain. So the tensor nuclear norm is the nuclear norm (with a factor 1/n 3 ) of a new matricization (block circulant matrix) of a tensor.
Definition 2.9. [19] (Inverse of tensor). The inverse of A ∈ R n×n×n3 is written as A −1 satisfying
where I is the identity tensor of size n × n × n 3 .
Definition 2.10.
[37] (Standard tensor basis). The lateral basise i , is of size n 1 × 1 × n 3 with only one entry equaling 1 and the rest equaling zero, in which the nonzero entry 1 will only appear at the first frontal slice ofe i . Normally its transpose e i is called horizontal basis. The other standard tensor basis is called tube basiṡ e i , is a tensor of size 1 × 1 × n 3 with one entry equaling to 1 and rest equaling to 0. Figure 4 illustrates these bases. Since not all tensors can be recovered from data sets with missing entries and/or large outliers, recent theoretical advances have studied sufficient conditions for accurate recovery. Most prevalent among these are tensor coherence conditions, which limit the extent to which the singular vectors of a tensor are correlated with the standard tensor basis. Next, we define three standard notions of coherence for tensors.
Definition 2.11. [37] (Tensor µ 0 -coherence). Let U ∈ R n1×r×n3 , and V ∈ R n2×r×n3 , satisfy U T * V = I. Then the µ 0 -coherence of U and V is:
where
Note that the standard tensor coherence is much weaker than the matrix weak coherence condition for each frontal slice ofX [37] . Hence in our analysis of the proposed algorithms, we will use the standard tensor coherence condition.
3. Approximate tensor multiplication. In this section, we present a randomized tensor-product and provide the key results on the quality of the approximation. Given two tensors A and B, using the Definition 2.1, the t-product may be written in the following manner
A :t: * B t:: , where * denotes the tensor product. It can be easily shown that the left hand side of (7) is equivalent to the block multiplication and then summation in the Fourier domain. When a tensor multiplication is formulated as (7), we can develop a randomized algorithm to approximate the product A * B.
3.1. The new algorithm. Algorithm 2 takes as input two tensors A and B, positive integer c ≤ n 2 , and a probability distribution {p i } n2 i=1 over [n 2 ]. It returns as output two tensors C and R, where the lateral slices of C are a small number of sampled and rescaled slices of A and similarly the horizontal slices of R constitute a small number of sampled and rescaled slices of B. Formally speaking, assume that at most c lateral slices (in expectation) of A are chosen by including the i-th lateral slice of A in C with probability p i = min{1, cp i }. Then, define the sampling tensor S ∈ R n2×n2×n3 to be the zero-one tensor where S ii: = 1 if the i-th slice is chosen and S ij = 0 otherwise, and define the rescaling tensor D ∈ R n2×c×n3 to be the tensor with Similarly, the rt-product sample and rescale the corresponding horizontal slices of the tensor B. In both of these cases, C = A * S * D is an n 1 ×c×n 3 tensor consisting of sampled and rescaled copies of the lateral slices of A, and R = (S * D) * B = D * S * B is a c × n 2 × n 3 tensor consisting of sampled and rescaled copies of the horizontal slices of B. For the case of n 3 = 1, the algorithm chooses column-row pairs in Algorithm 2 and is identical to the algorithm of [10] .
Algorithm 2 (rt-product), a fast Monte-Carlo algorithm for approximate tensor multiplication.
and D ∈ R n2×c×n3 to the all zeros tensors. 3: t = 1; 4: for i = 1, . . . , n 2 do
5:
Pick i with probability min{1, cp i }; 6: if i is picked then 7:
8:
end if 11: end for
Running time of rt-product. The rt-product is straightforward to implement, is computationally efficient, has small RAM requirements, and is well suited for large scale problems. Indeed, the rt-product algorithm can be implemented without storing the tensors A ∈ R n1×n2×n3 and B ∈ R n2×n4×n3 and uses O(max(n 1 , n 4 )cn 3 log(n 3 )) flops to transform to the Fourier domain and O(c(n 1 + n 2 + n 4 )n 3 ) flops to construct C ∈ R n1×c×n3 and R ∈ R c×n4×n3 , where
It is worth mentioning that we do not need the storage of the sampling and resclaing tensors S and D for our numerical implementation.
3.3. Theoretical analysis . Next, we provide the main result on the quality of the approximation obtained from Algorithm 2 which states that, under appropriate assumptions (8) holds. The most interesting of these assumptions is that the sampling probabilities used to randomly sample the lateral slices of A and the corresponding horizontal slices of B are non-uniform and depend on the product of the norms of the lateral slices of A and/or the corresponding horizontal slices of B.
We consider two examples of nonuniform sampling probabilities: i. If we would like to use the information from both tensors A and B, we consider sampling probabilities
ii. If, for example, only information about A is easily available. We use sampling probabilities
This manuscript is for review purposes only.
The following theorem gives the main result for Algorithm 2, and generalizes Theorem 6 in [11] to third order tensors.
, and c ≤ n 2 . Under the notion of Algorithm 2, If the sampling probabilities {p i } n2 i=1 used by the algorithm are of the form (9) or (10), then
Corollary 3.2. Given a tensor A ∈ R n1×n2×n3 with r ≥ rank t (A), an error tolerance ∈ (0, 1], and a failure probability δ ∈ (0, 1], define sampling probabilities p i satisfying (10) . Under the notion of Algorithm 2, choose
where ξ is a positive constant and let C ∈ R n1×c×n3 and R = C be the corresponding subtensors of A. Then,
with probability at least 1 − δ.
Approximate Tensor Low Rank Decomposition.
Motivated by numerous applications in which the data may be modeled by a variable subscripted by three or more indices, we develop a tensor-based extension of the matrix CX and CUR decomposition. Our main algorithms result in computing low-rank tensor approximations that are explicitly expressed in terms of a small number of slices of the input tensor.
4.1. Linear algebra with tensors: free submodules. The set of complex numbers C with standard scalar addition and multiplication is a field and C n3 forms a vector space over this field. However, as pointed out in [17, 19] , the set of tubes C 1×1×n3 equipped with the tensor product form a ring with unity. A module over a ring can be thought of as a generalization of a vector space over a field, where the corresponding scalars are the elements of the ring. In linear algebra over a ring, the analog of a subspace is a free submodule. Our algorithm relies on submodules, and the following theorem. Using Theorem 4.1, Υ has a basis so that any element of it can be written as a "tlinear combination" of elements of a set of basis slices. By "t-linear combination", we mean a sum of slices multiplied, with the t-product, by coefficients from C 1×1×n3 ; we provide the following definition (see also, Figure 5 ). where O denotes the lateral slice of all zeros.
The slices in a subset Λ = {X :1: , . . . , X :n: } of Υ are said to be linearly independent if the equation
can only be satisfied by all zero tubes C jj: , j = 1, . . . n.
Slice-based low rank approximation: tensor CX decomposition.
Using the concept of free submodules and Definition 4.2, we introduce for the first time the notion of slice selection and projection.
where * denotes t-product 1, Π C (X) is the projection of X onto the subspace spanned by the lateral slices of C, and C + is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of the tensor C.
Because the circulant convolution of two tube fibers can be computed by the DFT the t-project can be alternatively computed in the Fourier domain, as shown in Algorithm 3. (t-CX). Let X be an n 1 × n 2 × n 3 tensor. For any given tensor C, an n 1 × c × n 3 tensor whose lateral slices consist of c lateral slices of the tensor X, This manuscript is for review purposes only.
is a slice-based tensor approximation to X.
Several things should be noted about this definition.
• The choice of c n 2 depends on the application. For example, c could be constant, independent of the dimension of tensor, logarithmic in the size of n 2 , or a large constant factor less than n 2 .
• The t-CX decomposition expresses each of the slices of X in terms of a linear combination of basis slices (see, Figure 5 ), each of which is an actual lateral slice X. Thus, a t-CX decomposition provides a low-rank approximation to the original tensor, although one with structural properties that are different than those provided by the t-SVD.
• Given a set of lateral slices C, the approximation Π C (X) = C * C † * X is the "best" approximation to X in the sense that
Next, we describe the algorithm and provide a theorem, from which our first main result, the relative error for t-CX, follows. Algorithm 4 takes as input an n 1 × n 2 × n 3 tensor A, a tubal rank parameter r, and an error parameter . It returns as output an n 1 × c × n 3 Tensor C consisting of a small number of slices of A. Let L = U * Σ * V , be a rank-r approximation of tensor A. Algorithm 4 uses the sampling probabilities
to sample a small number of lateral slices of A, whereV = fft(V). Note also that, we define rescaling and sampled tensorsD andŜ in the Fourier domain. This leads to a significant reduction of time complexity of the fast Fourier transform and its inverse. For the case of n 3 = 1, the algorithm selects column-row pairs in Algorithm 4 and is identical to the algorithm of [11] . Using Corollary 3.2, we now establish a tensor version of Lemma 1 of [11] .
Lemma 4.5. Let ∈ (0, 1] and L = U * Σ * V be a rank-r approximation of A.
. Under the notion of Algorithm 4, if c ≥ ξr log(4r/(βδ))/(β 2 ), where ξ is a positive constant and δ ∈ (0, 1]. Then, with probability at least 1 − δ,
Using Lemma 4.5, we provide an improved sampling complexity for the randomized 2 regression of [11] . The proof follows along similar lines to the proof of Theorem 5 of [11] . Proposition 4.6. Let ∈ (0, 1] and L = U * Σ * V be a rank-r approximation of A. If c ≥ ξr log(4r/(βδ))/(β 2 ), where ξ is a positive constant and δ ∈ (0, 1], then with probability at least 1 − δ − 0.2,
Algorithm 4 (t-CX), a fast Monte-Carlo algorithm for tensor low rank approximation.
Pick i with probability min{1, cp i }; 8: if i is picked then 9:Ŝ it1 = 1,Ŝ it2:n3 = 0; 10: 18: return Z Our next result shows that projection based on slice sampling leads to near optimal estimation in tensor regression, when the covariate tensor has small coherence.
Theorem 4.7. Given a target tensor A ∈ R n1×n2×n3 and a rank-r tensor of L ∈ R n1×n2×n3 , choose c ≥ ξrµ 0 (V) log(4n 2 /δ)/ 2 , where ξ is a fixed positive constant and δ ∈ (0, 1]. Let A c ∈ R n1×c×n2 be a tensor of c lateral slices of A sampled uniformly without replacement, and let L c ∈ R n1×c×n3 consist of the corresponding slices of L. Then, with probability at least
Theorem 4.7 implies an estimate guarantee for our t-CX low rank approximation. In the "noiseless" setting, the following consequence of Theorem 4.7 shows the quality of the lateral slice-based low rank approximation.
Corollary 4.8. Given a target tensor A ∈ R n1×n2×n3 and a rank-r tensor of L ∈ R n1×n2×n3 , choose c ≥ ξrµ 0 (V) log(n 2 ) log(1/δ)/ 2 , where ξ is a fixed positive constant. Then, with probability at least 1 − δ,
4.3. Slice-based low rank approximation: tensor CUR decomposition. Now, we present for the first time the notion of tensor CUR (t-CUR) decomposition based on circulant algebra: Definition 4.9. (t-CUR). Let X be an n 1 × n 2 × n 3 tensor. For any given C, an n 1 × c × n 3 tensor whose slices consist of c lateral slices of the tensor X, and R, an l × n 2 × n 3 tensor whose slices consist of l horizontal slices of the tensor X, the n 1 × n 2 × n 3 tensor C * U * R, is a lateral-horizontal-based tensor approximation to X for any c × l × n 3 tensor U.
Several things should be noted about this definition.
• The t-CUR decomposition is most appropriate as a data analysis tool, when the data consist of one-and/or two modes that are qualitatively different than the remaining ones. In this case, the t-CUR decomposition approximately expresses the original data tensor in terms of a basis consisting of underlying subtensors that are actual data slices and not artificial bases.
• The t-CUR approximation is a t-CX approximation, but one with a very special structure; i.e., every lateral slice of X can be expressed in terms of the basis provided by C using only the information contained in a small number of horizontal slices of X and a low-dimensional encoding tensor.
• In terms of its singular value structure, U contains the "inverse-of-X" information. For the t-CUR decomposition described in our paper, U will be a generalized inverse of the intersection between C and R. More precisely, U := C + * X * R + . Note that the structural simplicity of a t-CUR tensor decomposition can be provided in the Fourier domain, detailed in Algorithm 5: Algorithm 5 takes as input an n 1 × n 2 × n 3 tensor A, an n 1 × c × n 3 tensor C consisting of a small number of lateral slices of A, and an error parameter . LettingĈ =Û * Σ * V , Algorithm 5 uses the sampling probabilities
to sample a small number of horizontal slices of A. It returns an l × n 2 × n 3 tensor R consisting of a small number of horizontal slices of A and an l × c × n 3 tensor S consisting of the corresponding slices of C.
Corollary 4.10. Given a tensor A ∈ R n1×n2×n3 and a rank-r approximation L ∈ R n1×n2×n3 , choose c ≥ ξrµ 0 (V) log(n 2 ) log(1/δ)/ 2 with ξ a constant and let C ∈ R n1×c×n3 be a tensor of c slices of A sampled uniformly without replacement. Further choose l ≥ ξcµ 0 (U c ) log(n 1 ) log(1/δ )/ 2 , and let R ∈ R l×n1×n2 be a tensor of l horizontal slices of A sampled independently and uniformly without replacement. Then, with probability at least (1 − δ) ( 
Tensor completion and robust factorization. Next, we provide a CUR tensor nuclear norm minimization (CUR t-NN) method which solves noisy tensor factorization using a small number of lateral and/or horizontal slices of the underlying tensor and exhibits favorable computational complexity and comes with performance guarantees.
Related work.
Low rank plus sparse matrix decomposition. In many image processing and computer vision applications, the given data matrix X can be decomposed as a sum of a low-rank and a sparse component. To that end, Candés et al. proposed Robust PCA [4] to model data matrices generated according to the following mechanism:
However, to find the solution of (17) is an NP-hard problem. It is established in [5] that if the rank of L exhibits a certain degree of low-rankness, while E is sparse Algorithm 5 (t-CUR), a fast Monte-Carlo algorithm for tensor low rank approximation.
1: Input: A ∈ R n1×n2×n3 , C ∈ R n1×c×n3 consisting of c lateral slices of A, p i ≥ 0, a rank parameter r, and positive integer l ≤ n 1 . Pick i with probability min{1, lp i }; 9: if i is picked then 10:Ŝ it1 = 1,Ŝ it2:n3 = 0; (17) can be relaxed into a convex problem of the form:
This model implicitly assumes that the underlying data structure lies in a single low-rank subspace. However, in many applications (e.g. image classifications) it is more likely that the data are obtained from a union of multiple subspaces, and hence recovery of the structure based on the above decomposition would be inaccurate. In order to segment the data into their respective subspaces, one needs to compute an affinity matrix that encodes the pairwise affinities between data vectors. Liu [23] proposed a more general rank minimization problem, where the data matrix itself is used as the dictionary, resulting in the following convex optimization problem: (19) min
When the subspaces are globally independent, the data are noiseless and sampling is sufficient, Liu et al. [23] show that the optimal solution, denoted by L * , to the problem given by 19 corresponds to the widely used Shape Iteration Matrix (SIM) [8] . The latter is a "block-diagonal" affinity matrix that indicates the true segmentation of the data. To handle data corrupted by noise, the popular Low Rank Representation (LRR) introduced in [23] adopts a regularized formulation that introduces an extra penalty term to fit the noise component. Further, after obtaining the self-representation matrix L, the affinity matrix C is usually constructed as This manuscript is for review purposes only. C = 1 2 (|L| + |L |), where | · | represents the absolute operator. Then, the obtained affinity matrix C will be processed through a spectral clustering algorithm [28] to produce the final clustering result.
It is established in [36, 33] that combining sparse and low-rank regularization can improve the performance of image classification. The basic objective function of this combination [36] is as follows:
where λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 are tuning parameters and E indicates different norms suitable for different types of noise components; for example, the squared Frobenius norm for Gaussian noise and the 1 norm for random spiked noise (corruption of the data). Equation (20) is similar to the objective functions in [33, 12] , where a detailed explanation of the formulation given in (20) is also provided.
Low rank tensor decomposition.
Based on the new computable tensor SVD, i.e, t-SVD, the tensor nuclear norm [30] is used to replace the tubal rank for low-rank tensor recovery (from incomplete/corrupted tensors) by solving the following convex program,
where L denotes the tensor nuclear norm (see Section 2 for the definition) and
∈ Ω and (P Ω (X)) ij = 0 otherwise.
Lu et al. [25] extended Robust PCA [4] to the third order tensor based on t-SVD and proposed the following convex problem: (22) min
This model implicitly assumes that the underlying data structure is a single lowrank subspace. When the data is drawn from a union of multiple subspaces, which is common in image classification, the recovery may be inaccurate. Xie et. al [34] extended LRR based subspace clustering to multi-view by employing the rank sum of different mode unfloding to constrain the subspace coefficient tensor, resulting in the following convex optimization problem: (23) min
Equation (23) is similar to the objective functions in [17, 29] and the detail explanation of (23) can also be found there.
Proposed algorithm.
Next, we propose an effective algorithm for large scale noisy tensor decomposition. Our proposal, called CUR Tensor Nuclear Norm (CUR t-NN) is an algorithm that extends Algorithm 5 to the tensor completion problems.
Algorithm 6 outlines the main steps. Note that, depending on the application, computing the sampling probabilities p c and p l may or may not be necessary. For the convenience of error analysis, we present an implementation of Algorithm 6 in the Fourier domain. This allows us to apply results from the tensor projection independently to each frontal slice.
Algorithm 6 CUR t-NN, CUR tensor nuclear norm minimization.
and construct tensor R ∈ R l×c×n3 . 4: Solve tensor completion problem using P Ω (C), and P Ω (R) and determine the low rank approximationsC andR;
5: LetŨ =W + , whereW is the l × c × n 3 tensor formed by sampling the corresponding l horizontal slices ofC. 6:L =C * Ũ * R; 7: returnL 5.3. Running Time of CUR t-NN. Algorithm 6 significantly reduces the periteration complexity of nuclear norm minimization problems. Indeed, in each iteration, a base tensor nuclear norm minimization algorithm requires O(n 1 n 2 n 3 log(n 3 )) flops to transform to the Fourier domain, O(n 1 n 2 n 3 min(n 1 , n 2 )) flops for the t-SVD computation and factorization, and O(n 1 n 2 n 3 min(n 1 , n 2 )) flops to back to the original domain. On the other hand, Algorithm 6 only requires the corresponding O(lcn 3 log(n 3 )), O(lcn 3 min(l, c)) and O(lcn 3 log(n 3 )) flops. Further, Algorithm 6 can be implemented without storing the data tensor X and can be advantageous when r min(n 1 , n 2 ) which is common in real data sets. Since the t-product and t-project of 3-way tensors (see Algorithmw 1 and 3) reduce to the standard matrix product when the third dimension is 1, the CUR t-NN reduces to a modified version of matrix nuclear norm minimization algorithm [26] whenever n 3 = 1.
5.4. Theoretical guarantees. Now, we show that Algorithm 6 exhibits high probability recovery guarantees comparable to those of the base algorithm. Our first result bounds the µ 0 and µ 1 -coherence of a randomized tensor in terms of the coherence of the full tensor.
Lemma 5.1. Let L c be a tensor of c slices of a rank-r tensor L ∈ R n1×n2×n3 sampled uniformly without replacement. If c ≥ ξrµ 0 (V) log(n 2 ) log(1/δ)/ 2 , where ξ is a positive constant, then with probability at least 1 − δ/n 2 ,
Our next theorem provides a bound on the estimation error of CUR t-NN used in combination with an arbitrary base algorithm.
Theorem 5.2. Under the notation of Algorithms 6, let
where ξ is a constant and δ, δ ∈ (0, 1]. Let C 0 and R 0 be the corresponding lateral and horizontal sub-tensors of exact solution L 0 . If L 0 is (µ, r)-coherent then with probability at least (1 − δ)(1 − δ − 0.2)
• C 0 and R 0 are (
In this section, we investigate the efficiency of the proposed randomized algorithms, especially the CUR t-NN, on the real data sets.
We have implemented the CUR t-NN algorithm along with the following algorithms in the MATLAB R2015b environment on a PC with a 1.8 GHz processor and 6 GB RAM memory and double precision format:
• EXACT NN, the matrix completion on each frame of the tensor [5] ;
• RPCA NN, the robust matrix completion on each frame of the tensor [4] ;
• E-TUCKER NN, the TUCKER based tensor completion [24] ;
• R-TUCKER NN, the robust TUCKER based tensor completion [14] ;
• EXACT t-NN, the t-SVD based tensor completion [37] ;
• RPCA t-NN, the robust t-SVD based tensor completion [25] ; All the algorithms are being terminated either the relative square error (RSE),
or the number of iterations and CPU times exceed 1,000 and 20 minutes, respectively.
Video completion.
We first compare the CUR t-NN to the listed competing methods for video data completion from randomly missing entries. We randomly sampled 50% entries from the video. The result is shown in Table 1 . It can be seen that the CUR t-NN outperforms its competitors in terms of CPU running time and accuracy.
Completion Approach RSE Time(s) EXACT NN [5] 0.1001 687 E-TUCKER NN [24] 0.0900 718 EXACT t-NN [37] 0.0715 695 CUR t-NN 0.0740 115 Completion Approach RSE Time(s) RPCA NN [4] 0.0056 417 R-TUCKER NN [14] 0.0034 513 RPCA t-NN [25] 0.0021 495 CUR t-NN 0.0026 136 Table 2 : RSE of tensor robust completion results for Cropped Yale B dataset Table 2 shows the accuracy of the CUR t-NN in comparison with other algorithms. As shown in Figure 7 and Table 2 , CUR t-NN estimated nearly the same face model as the RPCA t-NN in a small fraction of time. Indeed, the CUR t-NN exhibited the RSE 0.0026, quite small given pixels. The associated running time was reduced from 495s for RPCA t-NN to 136s for CUR t-NN.
7. Conclusion. In this paper, we discussed the disadvantages and limitations of the deterministic tensor principle component analysis. The CUR t-NN, we design and analysed combines the advantages of randomization for dimensionality reduction and applied it to large scale noisy tensor decompositions. We also extended the randomized CX and CUR method to the third order tensors based on slice selection and provide a basic version algorithm (t-CX), as well as a more general version algorithm (t-CUR with subspace iterations). The differences between the CUR t-NN and the deterministic approaches highlight some of the main advantages of this work: i) CUR t-NN can be used in combination with any underlying tensor factorization algorithm, ii) CUR t-NN is trivially has a linear running time , and iii) CUR t-NN provably maintains the recovery guarantees of its base algorithm, even in the presence of noise. Proof. We prove that for any set of probabilities {p j } n2 j=1 the following holds:
Let I j , j ∈ [n 2 ] be the indicator variable that is set to 1 if the j-th lateral slices of A and the j-th horizontal slices of B are sampled and is set to 0 otherwise. Using the Algorithm 2, if I j = 1, we scale both the j-th lateral slice of A and the j-th horizontal slice of B by 1/ min{1, cp j }. Thus, 1
where the first equality follows from the unitary invariance of Frobenius norm. If min{1, cp j } = 1, then I j = 1 with probability 1, and 1 − I j / min{1, cp j } = 0. Therefore, we take the expectation of the right sides of (25) on the set of indices
By multiplying out the right hand side, it follows that
Now, using the fact that
Now, equation (11) follows from (24) by using Jensen's inequality and the fact that the sampling probabilities (9) and (10) Proof. Once Theorem 3.1 is substituted for Theorem 7 of [11] , the proof of this corollary follows similarly from [13] . Proof. Using Corollary 3.2, we get the following with probability at least 1 − δ,
This further gives us a bound on the singular values of V * S * D, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r and 1 ≤ k ≤ n 3 ,
where σ is the largest singular value of tensor. Note that the second inequality follows since · ≤ · F and the last inequality follows from (26) .
Thus, it follows that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r and 1 ≤ k ≤ n 3 ,
which implies that each tubal singular value of V is positive, and so rank t (V * S) = rank t (V) = rank t (L).
To prove the second claim, we use the t-SVD of V * S * D and note that
The claim follows since V V * S * D and U V * S * D are orthogonal tensors.
To prove the third claim, note that
To remove the pseudoinverse in the above derivations, we use the first part. In this case,
By combining (30) and (31), we get the result.
To prove the last claim, we have that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r and 1 ≤ k ≤ n 3 ,
.4. Proof of Theorem 4.7.
Proof. Using Proposition 4.6, and the fact that n 2 ≥ r µ0(V) n3
we have
whenever β ≥ n 3 /µ 0 (V). From (15) with β = n 3 /µ 0 (V) ∈ (0, 1] and p i = 1/n 2 , we obtain β rn 3 V :i: Since D = I/ n 2 /c, with probability at least 1 − δ − 0.2, we have that
.5. Proof of Corollary 4.8.
Proof. Since C + * A minimizes A − C * X F over all tensor X ∈ R n1×c×n3 , it follows that A − C * C + * A F ≤ A − C * L + C * L F , Thus, using Theorem 4.7 and Proposition 4.6 we have
The reminder of the proof follows from Theorem 6 in [26] . Proof. The first claim follows from Lemma 4.5 with β = n 3 /µ 0 (V) ∈ (0, 1] and p i = 1/n 2 . Using Lemma 4.5, the second claim follows along similar lines to the proof of Lemma 1 of [27] .
To prove the third claim, using Lemma 4.5, assume that S * V consists of the first c horizontal slices of V. Then if L c = U * Σ * V * S has rank t (L c ) = rank t (L) = r, the tensor V * S must have full tubal rank. Thus we can write where W = V * S * S * V and the final equality follows from V * S * e i,c = V * e i,n2 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ c.
This manuscript is for review purposes only. V * e i,n2 * e i,n2 * V 2 ,
where the last inequality follows form Hölder's inequality. Since V * e i,n2 * e i,n2 * V has tubal rank one, using the definition of µ 0 -coherence, we have µ 0 (V L C ) ≤ c n 2 W −1 2 µ 0 (V). Now, using (28), we have that W −1 2 ≤ n2 c(1− /2) . Thus, it follows that
To prove the last claim under Lemma 4.5, we note that Proof. To prove Theorem 5.2, let L denotes the solution obtained by a base Algorithm. Under the notion of algorithm 6, we partition L as:
, where C = C 1 C 2 , R = R 1 R 2 and L 0,22 ∈ R (n1−l)×(n2−c)×n3 is the bottom right subtensor of L 0 . Define W (L) as the event
Using Corollary 4.10, W (L) holds with probability at least (1−δ/2)(1−δ/4−0.2). Moreover, A(C) and A(R) hold with probability at least 1 − δ/(2n 1 ) and 1 − δ/(4n 2 ) respectively by Lemma 5.1. Thus, for n 2 ≥ 2 and δ ≤ 0. Now, using (32), we have
when W (L) holds, by the triangle inequality.
